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Dr phil personality test ppt

Dr. Phil's 2-minute personality test (PDF) Thanks to my friend and computer client Justin for sending it to me. This is a really simple test for 10 questions that will take you 2 minutes for it. Prepare the pen and paper and collect the result together at the end of the dough. I hit 39 and dr. Phil says others see you as
persuasive, cautious, cautious and practical. They see you as smart, talented or talented, but humble. Not a person who is too quick or easy with friends with friends, but someone who is extremely loyal to the friends you create and who in turn expects the same loyalty. Those of you who really get to know you realize
that it takes a lot to shake your trust in your friends, but equally, it takes a long time to get over it if that trust is ever broken. Well, there's some truth to that! 8) Now it's your turn. Run the test. Manual: Answer the questions below and we'll take the quiz and tell you how others see you. This quiz was supposed to come
from dr. But we couldn't confirm it, so take it with a grain of salt. Reference research group APA, P. (2020). Dr. Phil's personality test. Retrieved 11 December 2020, from Hey .. Tanvi Saab ... I hit 41st. it really was with my personality, that's what my friend said .. Good. Continue with 8-). Šrawan 3. September 2009 From
India, Bhubaneswar Hi, Tanver, very interesting and I got a rating of 38. almost 95% correct, because in two or three places I felt that I could do this or that, so I took the lowest score.definitely worth sharing with friends, well goes, thanks well for giving me a know my self. September 4, 2009 From India, Madras yes,
really well, I got 41 marks and I could read who I am and how people look at my personality. It's really worth it, and it's really... It's very true... September 4, 2009 From India, Kochi Hi Tanvir, Thanks for the fantastic ppt. I hit 39, and the characters are almost similar. I passed this TPP to all the employees. Cheers Prahlad

4, 2009 From India, Bangalore thanks for this beautiful test. I really like it. Because I get a very good gift from you as this test and I don't take anything for free so I pay you with a return gift by sending you a link where 23 pages of wisdom is spreading. where you can find hundreds of e-books, audio books, interviews and
articles on a motivational topic. don't just stop at page No. 1 on the successors just go ahead and see the other 22 pages where you can choose by choice and download the material. the link is here . and thanks again for your test. goodbye, janet smith 4. september 2009 From India, Madras hii thanks for gr8 test,,, my
score was 44... I lecturer at the NIT,, you can provide me with a second test (mgmt, mgmt, etc.) also for students September 4, 2009 From India, Ambala hey tanvi!!!!!!! Thank you for sharing such a great personality test. I hit 38 and the things that the game sets get caught up in. thanks a lot 5. September 2009 From
India, Delhi hi, I got 36 points all is really whatever is given in the last slide!!! regarding Amit Sehgal 7. September 2009 From India, Delhi hi tanvi, I reached 40 and the characteristics associated with the assessment seem real. Regarding Rohita 9004096125 8 September 2009 From India This topic of discussion is
closed. To continue this discussion or have a follow-up question, publish it to your network. To specify this discussion, add the url of this thread. #Listed In: an audio book personality test effectively training 1 City-India-Faridabad Country-India 1. Dr. Phil's Test 2. Do you see yourself as others? 3. This simple test will help
you explore your personality. Misrepresented dr. Phil, with reference to Oprah Winfrey, took this test back in 1978 and may have originated from Dr. Charles Vine. 4. Some pay a lot of MON € yen to find out. ! We'll get it for you for free. 5. WARNING! Although this test only takes 2 minutes to complete, it is quite accurate
and you may discover things that you may not like on yourself. ! You were warned on June 6. Before you start: ! • Answer who you are now, not who you were in the past. Prepare paper and pencil. 1 to 10 number your paper. Write down the letter of the answer next to the question number. This test is still being given to
big companies to get a better insight into their new leases. 7. READY? 8. 1. When do you feel at your best? a) In the morning b) In the afternoon and early evening c) Late at night 9.2. You usually walk... a) Fairly fast, with long steps b) Fairly fast, with small steps c) Less fast, head up, looking the world in the face d) Less
fast, upside down e) Very slow 10.3. When you talk to people, you... a) Stand with your hands thick b) Fasten your arms c) Keep one or both hands on your hips d) Touch or push the person you speak with e) Play with your ear or hair, touch your chin or smooth your hair 11.4. When you relax, you sit with... ! a) Your
knees are curved, with your legs on your side b) Crossed legs c) Your legs are stretched or straight d) One leg bent beneath you 12.5. When something really amuses you, you respond with... ! a) Big, appreciable laugh b) Laugh, but not loud en c) Silent laughter d) Sheep's smile 13. 6. When you go to a party or a social
gathering, you... a) Make a loud entrance so that everyone notices you b) Make a quiet entrance, looking for someone you know c) Make the quietest entrance, trying to stay uninterested 14.7. You work very hard, you concentrate, and you you...! a) Please welcome a break b) Feel extremely irritated c) Distinguish
between these two extremes 15.8. Which of the following colors do you like best? a) Red/orange b) Black c) Yellow/light blue d) Green e) Dark blue/purple f) White g) Brown/grey 16.9. When you're in bed at night, in those last few moments before you fall asleep, you're... a) Stretched on the back b) Stretched cheek down
on your stomach c) On your side, lightly warped d) With your head on one hand e) With your head under the lids 17.10. You often dream of being... a) Falling b) Fight or fight c) Finding something or someone d) Fly or swim e) You usually have no dreams sleep f) Your dreams are always pleasant 18. Now for the results!
19. Sum up your points: ! 1. (a) 2 (b) 4 (c) 6 2. 3. 4.5.6.7. 8. 9. 10. (a) 6 (b) 4 (c) 7 (d) 2 (e) 1 (a) 2 (b) 2 (c) 5 (d) 7 (e) 6 (a) 4 (b) 6 (c) 2 (d) 1 (a) 6 (b) 4 (c) 3 (d) 5 (e) 2 (a) 6 (b) 4 (c) 2 (a) 6 (b) 2 (c) 4 (a) 6 (b) 7 (c) 5 (d) 4 (e) 3 (f) 2 (g) 1 (a) 7 (b) 6 (c) 4 (d) 2 (e) 1 (a) 4 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 5 (e) 6 (f) 1 20. AND DISCOVER YOUR
PERSONALITY 21. MORE THAN 60 POINTS! Others see you as someone who should be careful. You look like a vain, selfish man, and he's extremely dominant. Others may admire you, wish they were more like you, but don't always trust you, hesitate to get too involved with you. 22. 51 TO 60 POINTS ! Others see
you as an exciting, very volatile, rather impulsive personality; a natural leader who makes decisions quickly, though not always the right one. They see you as a daring and an adventure, someone who will try something one day; someone who risks and enjoys an adventure. They enjoy being in your company because of
the excitement you radiate. 23. 41 TO 50 POINTS ! Others see you as fresh, lively, charming, fun, practical and always interesting; someone who is constantly in the spotlight but well balanced enough not to let into your head. They also see you as kind, considerate and reasonable; someone who will always branch them
out and help them. 24. 31 TO 40 POINTS ! Others see you as sensitive, cautious, cautious and practical. They see you as smart, talented or talented, but humble. Not a person who is too quick or easy with friends with friends, but someone who is extremely loyal to the friends you create and who in turn expects the same
loyalty. Those of you who really get to know you realize that it takes a lot to shake your trust in your friends, but equally, it takes a long time to get over it if that trust is ever broken. 25. 21 TO 30 POINTS ! Your friends see you as painful and overcrowded. They see you as a very cautious, extremely cautious, slow and
egased ploder. It would really surprise them if you ever did something impulsive or on the impulse of the moment, expect you to review everything carefully from and then you usually decide against it. They think this reaction is partly due to your careful nature. 26TH UNDER 21 POINTS ! People think you're being
snusing, nervous and undecided, someone who has to watch out, who always wants someone else to decide &amp; who doesn't want to interfere with anyone or anything. They see you as a concerned who always sees problems that don't exist. Some people think you're boring. Only those who know you well know
you're not. 27. Pretty impressive, isn't it? Now that you've learned of this test with your friends place your score in the topic of emails, and challenge them to share your score with you! 28. Thank you
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